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Abstract

Recommender systems for social media have attracted con-
siderable attentions due to its inherent features, such as a huge
amount of information, social networks, and real-time fea-
tures. In microblogs, which have been recognized as one of
the most popular social media, most of URLs posted by users
are considered to be fresh (i.e., shortly after creation). Hence,
it is important to recommend URLs in microblogs for appro-
priate users because users become able to obtain such fresh
URLs immediately. In this paper, we propose a URL recom-
mender system using Twitter user lists. Twitter user list is the
official functionality to group users into a list along with the
name of it. Since it is expected that the members of a list (i.e.,
users included in the list) have similar characteristics, we uti-
lize this feature to capture the user interests. Experimental
results show that our proposed method achieves higher ef-
fectiveness than other methods based on the follow-followed
network which does not offer user interests explicitly.

Introduction
This paper focuses on recommending URLs posted as parts
of tweets for Twitter users. Twitter is one of the most notable
social media providing us with a vast amount of real time
information. URLs in Twitter are valuable because of their
interesting features. First, Twitter users often include URLs
in their tweets. By including URLs in their tweets, users can
share resources in the web such as breaking news stories
with their followers. According to our preliminary experi-
ment, it is revealed that about 14% of tweets contain at least
one URL, resulting in that a considerable number of URLs
are posted and shared in Twitter. Second, these URLs are
checked by users before included in tweets whether they are
worth to share or not. This results in that shared URLs are of
high quality (i.e., useful, interesting, or informative). Third,
most of URLs posted in Twitter are fresh (Dong et al. 2010).
In other words, these URLs are posted within short time pe-
riods after the respective web pages are created. Therefore,
we can obtain fresh information from Twitter.

Most work to address the problem of URL recommen-
dation in Twitter are based on contents of web pages and
tweets, or topology of social networks (Kywe, Lim, and Zhu
2012). In the former case, recommender systems analyze the
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contents of web pages and tweets to capture the user inter-
ests and the topic of URLs. However, since web pages are
of various types (e.g., texts, videos, and photos), it is quite
difficult for contents based recommender systems to analyze
such various types of contents. To deal with different types
of web pages, we would rather choose collaborative filtering
approaches, which corresponds to the latter case. In Twitter,
users can follow other users to receive their tweets, which
forms the follow-followed network. Basically, users follow
other users based on their interests. However, the follow-
followed network does not represent user interests explicitly.
Thus, if we want to capture interests of users, we may need
aother source of information.

In this work, Twitter users are potentially classified into
three types, namely, information sources, information seek-
ers, and communication users. Information sources would
rather transmit information than collect information. These
users mainly post tweets about topics they are interested in.
We call this topic user expertise topic. If a URL is posted by
many users whose expertise topic is t, we can infer that the
URL is likely useful in topic t. Information seekers, the sec-
ond type of users, would like to collect information about the
topic they are interested in. We call this topic user interest
topic. This type of users may potentially have information
needs about their interest topics, which motivates us to de-
velop the recommender system targetting this type of users
in Twitter. Communication users, the third type, do not have
clear expertise or interest topics. These users use Twitter just
as a communication tool. So we do not focus on these users.
If we can infer user expertise topics and user interest topics,
it becomes possible to capture the topics of URLs, thereby
enabling recommendation for appropriate users who are in-
terested in respective topics.

To capture user expertise topics and user interest topics,
we utilize Twitter user lists. Twitter user list is the official
functionality to group users into a list and specify the name
of it. All users are allowed to make and share lists with
other users. In our previous work (Yamaguchi, Amagasa,
and Kitagawa 2012), we revealed that users who often trans-
mit information about a topic tend to be included in many
lists about that topic by other users. For example, a user
who often transmits information about tennis is likely to be
included into many lists named tennis. In this paper, accord-
ing to this observation, we set three assumptions; 1) users
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with expertise topic t tend to be included in lists about topic
t, 2) users with interest topic t tend to follow users whose
expertise topics cover t, and 3) URLs posted by many users
whose expertise topic is t are useful on topic t.

Contributions in this paper are as follows.
• Proposing a URL recommender system utilizing Twitter

user lists: The proposed method has three components,
capturing user expertise topics, user interest topics, and
topic-wise usefulness of URLs.

• Demonstrating our method works well in the case rec-
ommending URLs for information seekers: Experimental
results show that our method works well in the context
of recommending URLs for information seekers, because
their clear interests can be inferred by using Twitter lists.

Related Work
There are several works proposing URL recommender sys-
tems utilizing Twitter. (Abel et al. 2011) and (Phelan, Mc-
Carthy, and Smyth 2009) both proposed a method to recom-
mend news stories for Twitter users. These methods analyze
the contents of news articles or the contents of tweets to cap-
ture the users’ interests. (Chen et al. 2010) proposed several
kind of URL recommending methods in Twitter and com-
pared them experimentally. (Hannon, Bennett, and Smyth
2010) proposed a method to recommend users who often
transmit information about the topic the target user is inter-
ested in.

There are two main differences between these works and
ours. First, our method incorporates the user expertise top-
ics. This enables our method to measure topic-wise useful-
ness of URLs by aggregating the expertise topics of users
who posted the URL. Second, our method does not use any
contents of tweets and web pages. Hence our method is
based only on the graph structure.

In addition to these researches, (Dong et al. 2010) pro-
posed a method to rank URLs posted in Twitter to obtain
useful and fresh URLs. They reported that fresh URLs can
be more effectively collected from Twitter than crawling
the entire web. (Kywe, Lim, and Zhu 2012) surveyed wide
range of recommender systems in Twitter. (Garcı́a-Silva et
al. 2012) and (Kim et al. 2010) investigated Twitter lists for
user characterization. Both the researches reported that the
terms in list names describe user interests or characteristics
appropriately.

Proposed System
The procedure of our proposed system is as follows.

1. Estimating user expertise topics and user interest top-
ics: The topics are estimated by membership relations be-
tween lists and users, and follow relations between users.

2. Constructing candidate user sets: Candidate user sets
consist of users who have high probability to post the
URL the target user may be interested in. Only URLs
posted by users in the candidate user set are candidates
for recommendation.

3. Calculating recommending scores: Recommending
scores, defined between the target user and a URL,

indicate whether the URL should be recommended for
the target user or not.

In the following subsections, we detail these steps.

Estimating User Expertise Topics
Firstly, we estimate user expertise topics using lists. The
topic distribution of lists in which a user is included rep-
resents the distribution of expertise topics of the user. For
example, consider a user who is included in 100 lists, 70 of
them are about politics, 20 of them are about sports, and 10
of them are about music. The topic distribution of these lists
tells us that this user mainly posts tweets about politics but
sometimes posts tweets about sports or music. According
to our previous work (Yamaguchi, Amagasa, and Kitagawa
2012), this distribution can be captured by the term distribu-
tion of list names. In case of the above example, the names
of 70 lists about politics probably contain terms related to
politics. Hence we can estimate user expertise topics by the
term distribution of list names.

Let u be each user and t be each term in list names. User
expertise topic eut, which denotes the term distribution of u,
is calculated by Equation 1.

eut =

∑
l∈lists(u) δlt∑

u

∑
l∈list(u) δlt

(1)

where lists(u) denotes the set of lists u is included in, δlt
takes 1 if the name of list l contains t; otherwise it takes
0. When eut is large, it can be considered that one of u’s
expertise topics is t, and u tends to post tweets about t.

Estimating User Interest Topics
Next, we estimate user interest topics using calculated ex-
pertise topics and follow relationships between users. We
aggregate the expertise topics of users followed by the target
user. Hence, user interest topics are also denoted as the term
distribution. User interest topic put is calculated by Equation
2.

put =
idf(t)

∑
v∈follow(u) eut∑

t idf(t)
∑

v∈follow(u) elt
, idf(t) = log

|L|
Nt

(2)

follow(u) denotes the set of users followed by u, and idf(t)
denotes the value of inverse document frequency, where L
denotes the set of all lists and Nt denotes the number of lists
contain t in their names. The larger put is, the more strongly
u is interested in t.

Constructing Candidate User Sets
For each target user, we construct a candidate user set. Can-
didate user sets consist of users who are the most likely to
post URLs the target user is interested in. In our proposed
system, only URLs posted by users in candidate user sets
have chances to be recommended for the target user. Con-
structing candidate user sets reduces computational costs
and noises, because we need not deal with all URLs.

Candidate user sets are constructed as follows. First, for
each target user, we extract top kT terms whose value of put
is the largest, dentoted as CT

u . These terms belonging to CT
u
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Table 1: Details of the dataset.
size size

|U | 501,777 |W | 8,778,855
|L| 1,179,129 |Tw| 12,766,847
|UM | 3,873,979 |Te| 56,819

show the interest topics of u appropriately. Second, for each
term belonging to CT

u , we extract top kU users whose value
of eut is the largest, denoted asCU

u . These users are the most
likely to post URLs that u is interested in. kT and kU , which
are parameters, are determined experimentally.

Calculating Recommending Scores
For each target user u, the recommending score suw, which
determines whether URL w is to be recommended for u or
not, is calculated by Equation 3.

suw =
∑

v∈CU
u

∑
t∈CT

u

put · evt · θvw (3)

where θvw denotes whether user v posts w or not, which
takes 1 if v posts w, otherwise takes 0. Recommending
scores are high if the corresponding URL is posted by many
users whose expertise topics are similar to u’s interest topic.
TopN URLs with the highest recommending scores are rec-
ommended for target users.

Experiments
In this section, we discuss our experiment which is con-
ducted to verify whether our method works well or not.
In summary, our method could infer user interest topics
of information seekers and appropriately recommend URLs
for them. While for communication users, a method based
purely on the follow-followed network works better, which
is probably because of the well-known homophily effect.

Experimental Data
We collected the data of users U , lists L, follow relation-
ships between users, and membership relationships between
lists and users UM using Twitter API. Terms contained in
the name of lists in L are extracted, denoted by Te. Tweets
containing at least one URL are collected from Nov. 15th to
18th in 2011 using Twitter Streaming API. The set of col-
lected tweets is denoted by Tw, and the set of URLs con-
tained in that tweets is denoted by W . Details of the con-
structed dataset are shown in Table 1.

Compared Methods
In this experiment, three recommending methods are com-
pared in terms of the recommendation accuracy. Proposed
is our proposed method with parameters kT = kU = 30,
which are defined by preliminary experimental results. Pre-
liminary results indicated that even if these parameters are
set to larger than 30, recommendation results are not im-
proved but the compotational cost becomes expensive.

Follow is the method purely based on the follow-followed
network. This method is based on the observation that user

u and user v ∈ follow(u) have similar interests (Chen et
al. 2010). Hence, u is also likely to be interested in infor-
mation transmitted by user z ∈ follow(v) who is within
two hops from u in the follow-followed network. The set of
users within two hops from u are denoted as FF (u). If user
z ∈ FF (u) is followed by a lot of users in FF (u), z is
more likely to post a URL u is interested in, because a lot
of users who have similar interests as u follow z. Based on
this idea, recommending scores of Follow are calculated by
suw =

∑
z∈FF trust(u, z) ·θzw, where trust(u, z) denotes

the number of z’s followers within FF (u).
Popular recommends the most popular URLs for all target

users uniformly. Recommending scores of this method are
simply calculated by suw =

∑
v∈U θvw.

Details of Examinees

In this experiment, using above three compared methods, we
recommend URLs to 12 examinees, who are graduate stu-
dents majoring computer science. We can consider that our
method works well for information seekers, because unlike
other methods, our method can explicitly infer user inter-
est topics. To verify this, we divided 12 examinees into two
groups; the first group includes information seekers, and the
second group includes others. Information seekers tend to
follow famous and useful users who often transmit useful
information. These users are likely to have a lot of follow-
ers. Therefore, we can determine examinees who follow a
lot of these users as information seekers.

We simply divided examinees into two groups as follows.
First, for each examinee, we calculate the number of follow-
ers of users who are followed by the examinee. Then, top 6
examinees with the large calculated number are assigned to
the first group, and the other users are assigned to the second
group. Consequently, examinees in the first group follow a
lot of famous and useful users, that is, these examinees can
more or less be recognized as information seekers. Note that
although there are several kind of methods to extract useful
users (Weng et al. 2010) (Leavitt et al. 2009), we adopt the
most simple metric.

Evaluation Process

Evaluation process of this experiment is as follows. First,
for each examinee, recommending scores of all candidate
URLs are calculated by three compared methods. Second,
for each examinee, and for each compared method, top 20
URLs that have the highest recommending scores are rec-
ommended. Third, examinees evaluate each URLs which are
recommended to themselves whether they are interested in
these URLs or not. Each URL is evaluated by examinees in
levels from 1 to 5, where 1 means completely not interest-
ing, and 5 means very interesting. If the examinee assigns
a URL 3 or higher score, we judge the URL to be relevant
to the examinee. The result of this evaluation is calculated
using Precision@k. Precision@k is the average of the pre-
cisions of top k URLs recommended for the corresponding
examinee. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the result of the ex-
aminee in the first and the second group, respectively.
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Figure 1: Precision@k of the
first group.

Figure 2: Precision@k of the
second group.

Results
In Figures 1 and 2, both Proposed and Follow achieve much
higher precisions than that of Popular. This indicates that
recommending URLs not considering user interests does not
make sense even if popular URLs are recommended.

In Figure 1, for examinees in the first group, Proposed
outperforms Follow, indicating that Proposed works well for
information seekers. While in Figure 2, for examinees in the
second group, Follow shows higher precision than that of
Proposed, indicating that Proposed fails to recommend ap-
propriate URLs for users who do not have purpose to collect
information from Twitter. In the rest of this section, we dis-
cuss the results of Proposed and Follow.

It is considered that Follow works well, naturally, when
examinees have similar interest topics with their friends.
Most of examinees in this experiment are, say, ordinary
users who often communicate with their friends using Twit-
ter (i.e., communication users). This results in that Follow
achieves higher precision than our proposed method in the
case for examinees in the second group, because friends tend
to have similar interests. This is well known as homophilly
effect (Bisgin, Agarwal, and Xu 2012) (Kwak et al. 2010).

While in the case of the first group, in Figure 1, Proposed
works well for information seekers. The reason why this re-
sult comes out can be interpreted two ways. First, the same
as our hypothesis, most of examinees in the first group are
information seekers who have clear interests to collect infor-
mation. Indeed, these examinees follow users whose major
expertise topics are similar and consistent. Second, useful
users, followed by a lot of users, are also included in a lot of
lists. This means that useful users have much information to
estimate their expertise topics. Consequently, useful users’
expertise topics are accurately estimated, and then, exami-
nees’ interest topics are also accurately estimated because
interest topics are calculated aggregating expertise topics.

From these results and discussions, it is shown that Follow
that utilizes homophily effect works well for communication
users, and Proposed that utilizes Twitter user lists and deals
with user expertise topics and interest topics works well for
information seekers.

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a URL recommender system for
Twitter users utilizing Twitter user lists. URLs posted in

Twitter are mostly fresh. Hence, our method can recommend
these fresh URLs. Proposed method estimates user expertise
topics and user interest topics based on the follow relation-
ships between users and the membership relationships be-
tween lists and users, and then measures topic-wise useful-
ness of URLs. Experimental results show that our proposed
method achieves higher precision in the context of recom-
mending URLs for information seekers than that of other
recommending methods including a method based purely on
the follow-followed network.
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